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ENDOMORPHISMS OF CERTAIN IRRATIONAL
ROTATION C*-ALGEBRAS

BY

KAZUNORI KODAKA

1. Preliminaries for quadratic irrational numbers

First we will give definitions and well known facts on quadratic irrational
numbers. Let GL(2, Z) be the group of all 2 2-matrices over Z with
determinant _+ 1. Let

k l] GL(2, Z)g= rn n

and 0 be an irrational number. We define

m+nO
gO k + lO

and we call g a fractional transformation. Furthermore if

g4: 0 1 0 -1

then we say that g is non-trivial.
Let Q be the ring of rational numbers. We suppose that 0 is a quadratic

irrational number. If 0=x+yv/-d where x,yQ and dN, then we
define 0’= x- yv and we call 0’ the conjugate of 0. We say that 0 is
reduced if 0 > 1 and -1 < 0’ < 0 where 0’ is the conjugate of 0.
For any quadratic irrational number 0 there are a fractional transforma-

tion

k GL(2, Z)177 rt
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and a reduced quadratic irrational number 01 such that

0 gO
m +nO
k +lO

And for any reduced quadratic irrational number 01 there is a non-trivial
fractional transformation h GL(2, Z) such that 01 hO 1. Hence since

01 g-aO, we can see that

0 gO ghO ghg-lO.

Since h is non-trivial, neither is ghg-1. By the above arguments we see that
for any quadratic irrational number 0 there is a non-trivial fractional trans-
formation

[ag=
c d GL(2’Z)

such that

c+dO
a+bO"

Furthermore if a + bO > 1 or a + bO < 0, we can choose another non-trivial
fractional transformation

al bl]gl
c1 dl GL(2, Z)

such that

C q- dlO0
al q_ bl0 0 < a q- blO < 1,

by an easy computation. Therefore if 0 is a quadratic irrational number,
there is a non-trivial fractional transformation

[ag=
c d GL(2’Z)

such that

c+dO
a+bO’ O<a+bO<l.
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Let 0 be a quadratic irrational number and

[ag=
c d GL(2’Z)

be as above. We will show that 0 has its discriminant D 5 if and only if 0
satisfies that there are integers s, such that

1-a -b] and O=
s+tO

GL(2 Z)s (a-a)-b0"

LEMMA 1. Let 0 be a quadratic irrational number and

[ag=
c d GL(2, Z)

be a non-trivial fractional transformation such that

c+dO
O= O<a+bO<l.a+bO’

Then the following conditions are equivalent"
(i) There are integers s, such that

1-a -b] GL(2, Z) and
s t

s+tO
(1 -a) -bO"

(ii) If ad bc 1,
a+d= +__1.

then a + d= 1 or 3 and if ad-bc=-1, then

Proof Suppose condition (i) holds. Then

(1) bO2 (1 a )O + s O.

Since 0 (c + dO)/(a + bO),

(2) bO2 + ( a d)O c O.

By (1), (2) we obtain

(3) (1- d)O (s + c) =0.

Since 0 is irrational, by (3)we have 1- d and s -c. Furthermore
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since

1-a -b
s GL(2, Z),

we have

(1-a)(1-d) bc +1.

Thus we see that a + d 1 + ad bc + 1. Therefore we obtain condition
(ii).

Next, suppose condition (ii) holds. Then by easy computation we can see
that

1-a -b -c 4- (l-d)0
-c 1 d GL(2, Z) and

(1 a) bO
0, Q.E.D.

The quadratic equation for 0 can be written in the form

kO2 + lO + rn 0

where k, l, rn are relatively prime integers and k > 0. Let D 12 4km > 0
be the discriminant of 0. Let

a
c d GL(2, Z)

be a non-trivial fractional transformation such that

c+dO
O= O<a+bO<l.a+bO’

can be written in the form

a b
c d

+ls
2 ks

where s, are integers such that

2 Ds2 4 if ad bc 1

or

2 Os 2 -4 if ad bc -1.
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LEMMA 2. Let 0 be a quadratic irrational number and kO2 + lO + m 0
be its quadratic equation where k, l, m are relatively prime integers and k > O.
Let

g=
c d GL(2,)

be a non-trivial fractional transformation such that

c+dO
O= O<a+bO<l.a+bO’

If 0 and g satisfy condition (ii) in Lemma 1, then the discriminant D of 0 is
equal to 5.

Proof We have the following fact:

a b
c d

+ls
2

t-/s
2

where s, are integers such that

2 Os2 4 if ad bc 1
or

2 Ds2 -4 if ad bc -1.

We suppose that ad bc 1 and a + d 1. Then 1. Hence Ds2 -3.
This is a contradiction since D > 0. We suppose that ad- bc 1 and
a + d 3. Then 3. Hence Ds2 5. Since D > 0 and s is an integer,
s= _+landD=5. Wesupposethatad-bc= -landa +d= _+l. Then
t _+ 1. Hence Ds2-- 5. Since D > 0 and s is an integer, s +__ 1 and
D 5, Q.E.D.

LEMMA 3. Let 0 be a quadratic irrational number and kO 2 + lO + m 0
be its quadratic equation where k, l, m are relatively prime integers and k > O.
If the discriminant D of 0 is equal to 5, then there is a non-trivial fractional
transformation

a
g=

c d GL(2, Z)

satisfying

c+dO
O= O<a+bO<la+bO’

and condition (ii) in Lemma 1.
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Proof Since kO2 + 10 + rn 0 and D 5, 0 (-1 +_ v/)/2k. Since D
is odd, so is I. Let 2/1 1 where is an integer. Then l km 1
since D 5. And

-2/1 + 1 +
2k

We suppose that

Let

Then

-211 + 1 +
2k

c d -m -I

ad bc (/1- 1)(-11) + km -(l

since 121 km 1. Hence

km) -1

[ac d GL(2, Z) and a +d= -1.

Since m -lO kO2 and 2l 1,

c + dO -m llO
a + bO 1 + kO

(211 1)0 + kO2- I10
11 1 + kO

((/1- 1) + kO)O
1 + kO

Furthermore

-211 + 1 + V’-f -1 +
a+bO=ll-l+k 2k 2

Hence 0 < a + bO < 1. We suppose that 0 (-2/1 + 1 V)/2k. Let

c d m 11-1
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Then

ad bc -/1(11- 1) + km -(l -l km) -1

since lZa km 1. Hence

a b
c d GL(2, Z) and a +d= -1.

Since m -lO kO2 and 211 1,

c + dO m "3r- (ll- 1)0 (-ll- kO)O
a + bO --11 kO --11 kO

Furthermore

a + bO -l -k-2/1 + 1- -1 + V-
2k 2

Hence 0 < a + bO < 1. Therefore we obtain the conclusion. Q.E.D.

Remark 4. By the above proof we can take

c d GL(2, Z)

so that

1 -1 + v-- <a+bO= 2
2< -,a +d= -landad-bc= -1.

PROPOSITION 5. Let 0 be a quadratic irrational number and kO2 + lO + m
0 be its quadratic equation. Then the discriminant D of 0 is equal to 5 if and

[a b] GL(2, Z)only if there is a non-trivial fractional transformation g
c d

satisfying

c+dO
O= O<a+bO<la+bO’

and condition (i) in Lemma 1.

Proof This is immediate by Lemmas 1, 2, and 3. Q.E.D.
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2. Construction of endomorphisms of certain irrational rotation
C*-algebras

Let A be a unital C*-algebra and Mn(A) be the algebra of all n n-
matrices over A for any n e N and we identify Mn(A)with A (R) Mn(C). Let
I be the unit element in Mn(C). For any unitary element x Mn(A) we
denote by [x] the corresponding class in KI(A).

Let 0 be an irrational number and Ao be the corresponding irrational
rotation C*-algebra. Let u and v be unitary elements in Ao with uv e2ri vu
which generate Ao. Then it is well known that KI(Ao) Z[u] Z[v]. Let z
be the unique tracial state on Ao. We extend - to the unnormalized finite
trace on Mn(Ao). We also denote it by z. Let rn and be integers which
generate Z with rn + lO 4= O. We also assume 4: 0. Let Vo(m, l" k) be the
standard module defined in Rieffel [7] where k e N. Since Vo(m, l’k) is a
finitely generated projective right A0-module it corresponds to a projection
in some Mn(Ao). We also denote it by Vo(m, l" k). Moreover throughout this
paper we assume that endomorphisms of Ao are unital.

LEMMA 6. With the above notations let f be a projection in Mn(Ao) where n
is a positive integer. Then z(Vo(m, l" k )) z(f ) if and only if Vo(m, l" k) is
isomorphic to fA’ as a module.

Proof It is clear that z(Vo(m, l’k))= z(f) if Vo(m,l’k) is isomorphic
to fA’. Suppose that z(Vo(m,l" k))= z(f). Then by Rieffel [7, Corollary
2.5], Vo(m, l’k) is isomorphic to fA’, Q.E.D.

From now on we suppose that 0 is a quadratic irrational number with its
discriminant D 5. Then by Proposition 5 there is a non-trivial fractional
transformation

c d GL(2, Z)

such that

c+dO
O= O<a+bO<la+bO’

and there are integers s, such that

i-a -b] and 0
s+tO

GL(2, Z)s (l-a) -bO"

Moreover by Rieffel [6, Theorem 1] there is a projection q Ao such that
z(q) a + bO.
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LEMMA 7. With the above notations, qAoq is isomorphic to Ao.

Proof Since qAoq is a full corner of Ao, it is strongly Morita equivalent
to Ao and qA0 is the qAoq-A0-equivalence bimodule. By Rieffel [7,
Theorem 1.4],

r(Vo(a, b 1)) a + bO.

On the other hand by the assumption -(q)= a + bO. Hence by Lemma 6,
qA0 is isomorphic to Vo(a, b" 1) as a module. Thus by Rieffel [7, Theorem 1.1
and Corollary 2.6], qAoq is isomorphic to An where rl (c + dO/a + bO).
However by the assumptions, 0 (c + dO)/(a + bO). Therefore qAoq is
isomorphic to Ao, Q.E.D.

LEMMA 8. With the above notations q+/-Aoq
+/-=l-q.

+/- is isomorphic to Ao where

A
Proof In the same way as in the above lemma, q +/-Aoq +/- is isomorphic to
where

s+tO
rl (1-a) -bO"

However by the assumptions,

s+tO
(1 -a) -bO"

Therefore q +/-Aoq +/- is isomorphic to A0, Q.E.D.
We denote by 1 an isomorphism of Ao onto qAoq and by 4)2 an

isomorphism of Ao onto q +/-Aoq +/-. Let 4 be an endomorphism defined by
b(x) 41(x) + bz(X) for any x Ao. We consider an endomorphism 43

b b b of Ao. We denote it by . Then by an easy computation we can see
that there are an orthogonal family {p.}8= of projections in Ao with Y’.= Pj

1 and isomorphisms Xj (J 1,2,...,8)of Ao onto pjAop such that

= E8.
j=l Xj"

For j 1,2,...,8 let be the isomorphism of Ki(pAop) onto K(Ao)
defined by

j([x]) [x + (1 -pj)(R) In]

for any unitary element x Mn(PAoP).
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LEMMA 9.

Proof

Similarly

With the above notations, , E=I Oj Xj, on KI(Ao).

[8[(u)] EX(u) (X(u) + (1-pj))
j=-I --8

E [X(u) + (1 -p.)]
--1
8 8

j=l j=l

8

E
./=1

Therefore we obtain the conclusion. Q.E.D.

Let SL(2, Z) be the group of 2 2-matrices over Z with determinant 1.
For any

h= km nl SL(2’Z)

let ah be the automorphism of Ao defined by

Olh(1A ) ukum, Olh(U ) lglu n.
Furthermore for any h GL(2, Z) let det(h) be its determinant.

THEOREM 10. With the above notations there is an endomorphism d#o ofAo
with do o an arbitrary endomorphism of KI(A0).

Proof
that

By Lemma 9 there is an endomorphism ’=1 ,’j of Ao such

8, E OX, on KI(Ao).
j=l

Since , X. is an automorphism of KI(Ao) for j 1, 2,..., 8, there is an
element

such that

kj lj ]hi= m. nj
e GL(2, Z)

(qto X,)([u]) k[u] + m[v],
(q. X. )([ v]) lj[u] + n[ v].
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For gx, g2,..., g8 SL(2, Z) let g,g gs
defined by

be an endomorphism of Ao

8

(gl, g2 g8 E ,j Ol
gj.

j=l

Then, as in Lemma 9,

8

j=l

on KI(Ao). Since KI(Ao) Z2, we can consider ag, and 0.ox. , (j
1, 2,..., 8) as elements in GL(2, Z). Then since ag, g SL(2, Z) and

j Xj , h GL(2, Z) (j 1,2,...,8),

we can easily see that

8

gl, g2 gs, hjgj.
j=l

For any r1, r2, r3 and r4 Z we can find elements gl, g2,..., g8 SL(2, Z)
satisfying

(1) hlg + h2g2

(2) h3g3 + h4g4

(3) hsg5 + h6g6

(4) h7g7 + hsg8

F 0] if det(hlh2) 1
0

2] if det(hlh2) l
0

if det(h3h4)/’2 1
0

r2] ifdet(hah4) -1
0

0 if det(hsh) 1

0 if det(hsh) 1,

0 ] ifdet(hTha) 1
4 1
0

ifdet(hTha) -1.
F4
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Hence we can see that for any z Mz(Z) there are gx,0, g2,0,..., g8,0
SL(2, Z) such that (glo, g2o g8o). z on Kl(Ao) by (1), (2), (3) and (4)
where M2(Z) is the set 3f all’’< -matrices over Z. Let 0 g,o,g:,o g,o"
Then we obtain the conclusion. Q.E.D.

3. The minimizing index for a C*-subalgebra

LetOandg=[ ac ab]
can assume that

GL(2, Z) be as in Section 2. Then by Remark 4 we

1 -1+ V 2- < a + bO 2 <’
a + d -1 and ad bc -1. Let q be a projection in Ao with r(q) a
+ bO and let 41 (resp. b2) be the isomorphism of Ao onto qAoq (resp.
q +/-Aoq +/-) as in Section 2. Let b be the endomorphism of Ao defined by
t/)(X) t/)I(X) + (/2(X) for any x Ao.

Let E be the linear map of Ao onto qb(Ao) defined by

qxq +

for any x Ao and let E2 be the linear map of Ao onto cb(Ao) defined by

E2(x ) 61(1(q+/-xq+/-)) d- q +/-xq-"

for any x Ao. By an easy computation we can see that E and E2 are
conditional expectations of Ao onto 4(Ao). Furthermore let E 1/2(E + E2).
Then by an easy computation we see that E is a faithful conditional
expectation of Ao onto 4(Ao).

LEMMA 11. There is a unitary element w Ao such that q >_ w*q +/- w.

Proof Let 71 be the unique tracial state on qAoq. Then by Rieffel [6,
Theorem 1],

rl(Proj(qAoq)) Z + ZO f"l [0, 1]

since qAoq is isomorphic to Ao where Proj(qAoq) is the set of all projections
in qAoq. On the other hand since qAoq is a C*-subalgebra of Ao, by the
uniqueness of the tracial state,

rl r(q)_l 1
r= a+bO r.
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Hence

1
a + bO ’(Prj(qAq)) Z + Z0 t [0, 1].

We claim that there is a projection 4 qAoq such that -() -(q 1) 1
a bO. In fact it is sufficient to show that there are m, n Z such that

(a + bO)(m +nO) 1- a bO, O < m +nO< 1.

By the assumption on O, 0 (c + dO)/(a + bO). Thus

bO2 ( d a)O + c.

Let m -(d + 1) and n b. Then by the above equation

(a + bO)(m +nO) (a + bO)(-(d + 1) +b0)
-ad a + (ab bd b)O + b202
be ad a bO.

Since ad bc -1, (a + bO)(m + nO) 1 a bO. Moreover

m +nO= -(d+ 1) +b0=a +bO

since a + d -1. Hence 0 < m + nO < 1. Thus there is a projection
qAoq such that

r( 4) 1- a bO.

By Rieffel [7, Corollary 2.5] there is a unitary element w Ao such that
q i w4w*. Hence w*q i w 4 < q. Q.E.D.

LEMMA 12.
such that zz*

There are a projection Ao and a unitary element z Ao
q w*qlw and < q’.

Proof Let Proj(q IAoq 1) be the set of all projections in q IAoq 1. We
will find a projection q IAoq i such that -() r(q w*q I w). In the
same way as in Lemma 11, we can see that

1 (Proj(qlA 1

1- a bO " oq )) =Z+ Z0f’)[0,1].

Hence it is sufficient to show that there are m, n Z such that

(1 a bO)(m + nO) z(q w*qlw)
(2a- 1) + 2bO, O<m+nO<l.
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By the assumption on O, 0 (c + dO)/(a + bO). Thus

bO2 ( d a)O + c.

Let m -(d + 1) and n b. Then by the above equation

(1- a bO)(m +nO) (1- a bO)(-(d + 1) +b0)
-(1 -a)(d + 1) + (d-a + 2)bO- b202
ad bc + a d 1 + 2bO.

Since ad-bc= -1 and a +d= -1, (1-a-bO)(m +nO)=2a- 1+
2bO. Moreover

m +nO -(d+ 1) +bO---a +bO

since a + d -1. Hence 0 < m + nO < 1. Thus there is a projection
q+/-Aoq +/- such that z()= (2a- 1)+ 2bO. By Rieffel [7, Corollary 2.5]
there is a unitary element z Ao such that zz* =q w*q +/- w. Therefore
we obtain the conclusion. Q.E.D.

THEOREM 13. Let q, q +/- and w, z be as in Lemmas 11 and 12. A family

((2q, q), (2q +/-, q +/-), (2q +/- wq, qw*), (2w*q +/-, q +/- w), (2z, q +/- z*))
is a quasi-basis for E where E is the conditional expectation defined in the
beginning of this section.

Proof We will show that for any x Ao,

x 2qE(qx) + 2q+/-E(q+/-x) + 2q+/-wqE(qw*x)

+ 2w*q +/- E(q +/- wx) + 2zE(q +/- z’x)
2E(xq)q + 2E(xq+/-)q +/- +2E(xq+/-wq)qw*

+ 2E(xw*q+/-)q+/-w + 2E(xz)qz*.

For any x Ao we see by an easy computation that

1
qE( qx ) -qxq

q +/-E(q +/-x) 1/2q+/-xq+/-,
1+/- wqE(qw*x) -q +/- wqw*xq 1/2 q +/- xq
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since q > w*q +/-w by Lemma 11. And we see that

1
w *q +/- E(q wx ) -w*q _t. wxq .t_

1 +/- _L _hzE(q+/-z*x) (zbl(bl(q z*xq ))+zq z*xq ).

Since < q - by Lemma 12, q +/-= and q 0. Thus we obtain

1 , 1
zE(q - z’x) -zqz xq +/- - ( q w *q +/- w ) xq +/-

since zq-z* q w*q +/- w by Lemma 12. Therefore

qE(qx) + q-tE(qXx) + q+/-wqE(qw*x)
1+ w*q +/- E(q +/- wx) + zE(q +/- z’x) -x.

Next for any x Ao,

1
E( xq ) q -qxq,

E( xq -t- ) q +/- 1/2 q -t- xq -t-

1
E( xq +/- wq )qw* "qxq +/- wqw

since q > w*q +/-w by Lemma 11. And we see that

E(xw*q +/-)q +/- w 1/2q _t_ xw*q +/- w,

E(xz)q+/-z*: 1/2q+/-xzq+/-z*= 1/2q+/-xzz*
since < q +/- by Lemma 12. Thus since zz* q w*q +/-w by Lemma 12,

1 +/- *q+/-w)E( xz)q +/- z* -q x(q w

Therefore

E(xq)q + E(xq +/-)q+/- +E(xq
1+ E(xz)q +/- z* -x,

x wq)qw* + E(xw*q _t.)q _t_ w

Q.E.D.
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COROLLARY 14. Let E be the conditional expectation in the beginning of
this section. Then Index E 4.

Proof

Index E 2q + 2q +/- +2q +/-wqw* + 2w*q +/-w + 2zq +/-

2 + 2q +/- +2w*q+/-w + 2ztz*
2 + 2q +/- +2w*q+/-w + 2(q w*q+/-w)

=4

Z*

by Lemmas 11 and 12, Q.E.D.
Let eo(A o, ck(Ao)) be the set of all expectations of Ao onto ck(Ao) of

index-finite type. We define the minimizing index [Ao’ck(Ao)]o by

Ao $( Ao)]o min{Index FIF eo(Ao, k( Ao))}.

COROLLARY 15. With the above notations, [Ao" d(Ao)]o 4.

Proof
12.31.

This is immediate by Corollary 14 and Watatani [8, Theorem 2,
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